
DIGITAL IDENTITY

1. What kind of social network do you have?
I have INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK, SNAPCHAT, FLICKR.

2. In what kind of social network are you mentioned?
I am mentioned on INSTAGRAM by my friends, on FACEBOOK by my 
school, by my friends, by my volleyball’s society and on SNAPCHAT by
my friens.

3. What I share and with whom?
I share, on social network, photos, videos and comment that I think 
are beautiful, interesting, profits, funny etc.
I share these whit only my friends, my family and people that I know.

4. What kind of post I public and how often?
On INSTAGRAM I share my photos or photos whit my friends or 
videos. I share this only whit those who I want because I have private 
profile, for example I share these with my friends and with my family. I
public my photos more or less one twice a month.

On FACEBOOK I don’t share my private photos but I share beautiful, 
funny, interesting videos or photos that are published by my friends or
by famous pages. Some of my personal information is public to all.

On SNAPCHAT I share, with videos and photos, the most important 
moment of my day, for example a moments with my friends, a concert
of my favorite singer, a new place that I visited and many other things.
I share photos or videos more or less one twice a month.

On FLICKR I share photos that I shot whit my camera, for example a 
beautiful view, a beautiful places that I visited and also my photos 
when I was little. Here my photos are public to people that I know.
I share my photos more or less once a season.



5. What is said about me?
I search on internet my name, ‘Lisa Giani’, and it appears my profile of 
facebook, a lot of my photos of volleyball and my Instagram profile.

6. What kind of details are public about me?
- Name
- Surname
- Date of birthday
- Where I live
- My hobby (volleyball)
- My school
- Some of my friends
- My physical characteristics

7. How many followers do you have? Where do they come from?
On FACEBOOK I have 423 friends and the majority part comes from 
Parma, the remainder comes from all Italy.
On INSTAGRAM I have 936 followers and the majority part comes 
from Italy, the remainder comes from all world.

8. Crete an avatar


